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PRESIDENT’S REPORT

As the season comes to a close, I want to firstly thank each of you for a great 2018
season. It has certainly been an honour and privilege to lead this great club for the
second year and be caretaker of its 55thyear. I was lucky enough to have been a part of a
great leadership team that displays passion and commitment in everything it does, and
has been incredibly supportive over the last two years.
This year the club focused on creating a sustainable future. We took stock of where we
are, where we have come from and where we want to be. It was the second year of our
renewed focus on sponsorship to subsidise our player registrations. Last year we
experienced larger than expected growth in our player ranks, driven mainly by the Open
age group. This created some financial pressures, not only from having so many open
age teams to support, but also from a player funding perspective as each player runs at
a loss to the club. The Committee this year decided to consolidate and run what we
thought was financially more viable, and have only one senior team with higher
registration fees. Whilst we did drop our overall numbers from roughly 240 members to
180, we turned a healthy profit this year of prior to one offs of about 7k (after a 11k loss
last year). In the face of increasing cost pressures this is a great position to be in, and I
think the club has for the time being found its rhythm and sweet spot in terms of
numbers.
A lot of our financial success this year is with thanks to our members and sponsors. This
year we lifted our sponsorship levels again, significantly. We welcomed new major
sponsors Big Mummer Party Bus, Novatex, TLH group and Poker Mania to our Dockers
family, joining our existing partners including Five Dock RSL, City Fine Foods and ISC. We
were lucky enough to secure two Bunnings BBQ events this year which brought in appx
6k. It was great to see the support from team members at these events and the
importance of such fundraisers being recognised amongst the parent group.
Our AGM is in November so please attend if at all possible. The future of the club
depends on people working together, sharing the load and having passion for our club
and rugby league in general. Without these things, there will be no club.
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This is my last year as President of Five Dock Dockers as I move into the next stage of my
life, but I will still be involved with the club in some capacity I’m sure. I would like to
thank everyone that has supported and guided me over the last two years, and provided
such valued counsel and guidance. It has at times been a challenging but rewarding
experience, and I hope that I have been able to leave my own mark on the club from the
last two years with our renewed focus on sponsorship and member engagement. I hope
that the club continues to build on its current momentum.
I wish incoming Committee all the best, and remember – once a Docker always a Docker!

Up the Mighty Dockers!
James “El Presidente” Coshott
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TREASURER’S REPORT
Treasurer’s Report Y/E 30.9.2018
It is my pleasure to present the Treasurer’s Report for Five Dock RSL JRLFC.
Profit & Loss Accounts to 30 September 2018 are attached.
The Club raised around $52,000 ($53,000 in 2017) from Sponsorship, Player fees, Gear Sales,
Bunnings BBQs, Canteen and other fundraising.
The cost to run the organisation was around $47,000 ($63,000 in 2017).
Canteen operations which included 2 Bunnings BBQ dates were most successful with a profit of
$10667 ($11529 in 2017). Unfortunately we were let down badly in home game allocation as we
had fewer days and also those games allocated frequently had our senior teams playing elsewhere. This had a two-fold effect as our senior players usually helped set-up and manned the canteen so we did not have their services on most home games.
The other effect of not having senior games allocated is that we had fewer games on the day and
mostly very young teams. These supporters do not spend much time at ground after their games
are completed. Some of our days finished at 2.00pm or earlier! Drastic effect on our takings!
The 2 Bunnings days alone gave us a profit of $5656 – more than half our canteen profit! This
shows the negative effect home game team allocations had on us.
The Canteen is our largest and main fund-raiser. Also our largest “sponsor”. Congratulations and
thanks to all who contributed to canteen operations, especially our A grade players who not only
helped out at home games (when they were there!) but also at our 2 Bunnings days.
Special mention to City Fine Foods, our “in-kind sponsor” who supplied all our sausages, bacon,
chips & eggs for our home games and Bunnings BBQs. Our Canteen profit would have been a lot
less without their support. Sponsorship totalled $22,817 ($21,000 2017) (not including ISC or City
Fine Foods in-kind). An ineffective sponsorship committee let us down this year, however great
work by our President James Coshott in obtaining & liaising with sponsors. and John Critchley for
liaising with CFF.
Expenses included $15,500 in gear/merchandise purchases less sales, although there is a large
amount of stock still held for future use or sale.
Receipts outstanding for 2017 season received 2018 were $3046. Expenses outstanding for 2017
season that were paid 2018 totalled $7736. We also again substantially reduced our player registration fees this year.
We have a carry-over surplus in bank of $6,900.20 ($2076.65 in 2017).
After two years of having an operating loss (-$11,026.93 in 2017), it is pleasing to report we made
an operating profit of $4,823.
Only outstanding items for 2018 season are receipts of $2000 sponsorship from Car Mart,
and expense for 2018 Trophies, plus any small costs associated with Presentation Day.
Yours In Sport
Joseph Dougall
Treasurer
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CLUB AND SERVICE
AWARDS
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SERVICE AWARDS
We congratulate the following people on
achieving this wonderful milestone in their
career with the Club and thank them for their
loyalty.

15 YEARS
Chris Towells

10 YEARS
Thomas Duckworth

7 YEARS
Matthew Walters-Robb
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SERVICE AWARDS
We congratulate the following people on
achieving this wonderful milestone in their
career with the Club and thank them for their
loyalty.

4 YEARS
Blake Brincat
Joe Purnell
Zachary Anuj Rokuru

Andrew Beckett
Antonio Bagnato
Zac Syron
Beau Rootsey
George Moore

Charlie Chehine
Mokoia Awotawa Pohe
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CLUB AWARDS
Docker ‘Club Cub’ Award
Joseph Youssef / Summer Griffiths
Best & Fairest (Mini League)
Beau Rootsey
Most Improved (Mini League)
Isaac Hood
Most Outstanding Junior
Henry Perkins
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CLUB AWARDS
John Slattery Memorial Trophy ’Rookie of
the Year
Liam McNeill
Most Outstanding Senior
Joel Saaghy

Steve Malcolm Memorial Trophy for Club
Spirit
Blake Brincat
JJ Stapleton Encouragement (Senior)
Matt Sappey / Isaac Chafei
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CLUB AWARDS

Club Woman of the Year
Kim Towells

Club Man of the Year
Matthew Walters-Robb

Club Coach Award
Nathan Merchant
Jon Monroe Memorial Award for Outstanding Vision, Dedication &
Commitment to the Five Dock RSL JRLFC
Norm Towells
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TEAM REPORTS

2018
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UNDER 6 GREEN

THE TEAM.
SAM KNIGHT.
SUMMER GRIFFITHS.
ANDREW CIASCHETTI.
ZARA JENSEN.

JUDE KELLY.
HARRISON BATES.
HONOR POHE.

JEREMY GLASSCOCK.
JAMES KITCHENER.
WILL HOWARD.

Mid February came so quickly following our previous season so we rolled up to Five
Dock Park to see how many Cubs were interested in playing. Eight returned from last
season and over the next few weeks we recruited twelve new players.
Things were looking very good with a squad of twenty so we trained each Wednesday
until our first game on 8th April. As in previous years, we concentrated on the basics passing, running and slowly eased into the tackling.
Thankfully, we had the good fortune to secure Charlie Youssef and Paul Wallace as
coaches and decided to split the Cubs into two even teams.
On training nights we all trained together with the help of many parents and very soon
had a set routine.
Over the following weeks we dropped a few players for several reasons, most appeared
to fear tackling other players. Both teams dropped to about eight each.
Most times it worked well except around School Hols and genuine sickness.
As the season progressed the Cubs not only improved their skills, they provided many
laughs and drew applause from the side-line.
The full time ORANGES drew more attention than the Coach’s Post match talk but that’s
to be expected.
Each season we attract a new selection of parents who stand at arms length at first but
soon become involved in the routine. That is the joy of taking Cubs each season, new
players, new parents who are generally willing to blend into the club and assist.
As a parent and grand parent I do have a rapport with the little ones who never cease to
amaze me with their varying personalities.
To all of my parents, a huge thank you for loaning me your children each Wednesday
and Sunday (most times cold & early starts) for your commitment and understanding.
I am sure they have benefitted from not only the physical activity but learning to work as
a team.
Enjoy the summer break and spread the “DOCKER” spirit to your friends and neighbours.
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UNDER 6 YELLOW

What a season, not only for the cubs who were new to the game but also for Paul Wallace and myself as first time coaches! As coaches the first things we needed to learn
was patience and that the most important thing was that the kids all had fun learning the
basics of rugby league. Thank you very much to John Critchley who took us under his
wing and showed us the ropes. Also by training all the under 6’s as one team each week
really helped the development of all the cubs and the great team spirit between both the
teams.
The Team
Harvey Baker – A great year from Harvey, great defender and really improved with his
running and attack by season’s end scoring multiple tries. With another year as an under
6 cub he will really be a leader.
Paddy Duckworth – The gentle giant that became the hulk by season’s end. Paddy improved immensely from watching planes and kicking the dirt to scoring tries and having
the opposition struggle to get him down. His potential is exciting!
Harrison Durkin – Fun is his middle name! Harry is so energetic no matter which way
he’s running that he always puts a smile on everyone’s face.
Michael Durkin – The Flash! Michael is a great first year player, with great turn of speed
and direction. Always gave 110% in both defence and attack. Well done Michael.
Dylan Stewart – Dylan showed great commitment at both training and game days. Dylan
had some really good games scoring multiple tries and getting to understand the game.
Beau Wallace – He may be small in stature but is big in heart! The love Beau has for the
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game is obvious, just because he is younger than the rest, he is not scared to compete
with the 6 year olds!
Coby Youssef – By season’s end Coby was not scared to play against the bigger kids.
He even realised his ability of sidestepping and started getting involved in tackling. He
enjoyed playing so much that he never wanted to come off the field!
Joseph Youssef – A true leader. Joseph’s courage to put his body on the line in defence
and attack, showed how determined he was to always do well for the team each and
every week and his never give up attitude. A naturally gifted first year player who plays
beyond his years
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UNDER 7S

Hard Work, Perseverance and Dedication!
These were the values displayed consistently each week by our little Under 7s family.
Our team started off with 6 eager and excited Dockers, each ready to start learning the
next skill needed in their Rugby League career. Our team quickly had to demonstrate resilience as our good friend Hunter was out for a couple weeks due to an injury outside of the
sport. Not only did Hunter cheer us on each week with his dad Tristan as manager, he
was more than ready to make the big runs, score the tries and make the tackles when he
next strapped on his footy boots. Keep up the great work Hunter!
Mokoia eagerly came ready for training and games, and often in the spare moments before and after training, he enjoyed running around and kicking the ball simply for the love
of footy! Mokoia learnt of the importance of holding the ball and running straight, and we
learnt how far passion and dedication to something can take you! Thank you Mokoia.Green and gold are very special colours for the Hood family, with Isaac joining in the
fun with his dad Will as trainer (and step in coach whenever needed). Isaac knew how to
make it tricky for the other team with his great tackling skills, and even shared a training
session with the Under 8s to get even more tips. Keep making those tackles Isaac!
Ryan showed great heart and eagerness to improve each time he stepped onto the footy
field. Ryan demonstrated great leadership skills as he encouraged his friends on and off
the field. He often made my job as coach easier as he would encourage his teammates to
“Find the gaps!” By the end of the season, Ryan was making sure he was tackling hard
and scoring lots of tries! Congratulations Ryan!
Louise stepped up to the plate this season, knowing the importance teamwork in the great
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game. Louise took on a special role of being dummy half or first receiver and showed that
communication is very important on the field. Louise ensured that neat, tidy and accurate
passing is necessary to move the ball across the field. She had lots of fun tackling her
coach during training sessions and improving on those important footy skills. Wow Louise!
Hayden knew exactly what it means to be in a team and demonstrated this everyday! Not
only did Hayden enjoy making the tackles and scoring the tries, Hayden wore our Five
Dock colours proudly and congratulated his teammates on their hard work. His love for the
game was so strong, that after Hayden suffered an injury outside the game (right before the
end of the season) he made sure he recovered carefully so he could join his teammates for
another game. Great dedication Hayden!
Thank you to all the families and members of the Five Dock RSL Docker community. We
saw that being a small team did have its challenges, however working closely together
meant that we could share in each other’s improvements and successes! Thank you for a
great season Under 7s!
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UNDER 8S

The 2018 season was another cracker for the under-8s, with lots of improvement, loads
of tries, plenty of laughs and friendships made and maintained.
We had another big squad, with the addition of new Dockers – Henry Perkins, Will
Gibson and Will Szewcow – joining most of the crew from the previous season to take
the total to 13.
The debutants did a great job picking up the skills and in no time the Dockers were
carving it up both with the ball and in defence. There was speed to burn. There was no
shortage of leg-pumping, tackle-shredding runs. But arguably their tackling technique
and commitment – a difficult facet of the game to learn at a young age – was the most
impressive part of their progression.
For this, the boys can thank their coach Nathan Merchant, who did another great job
getting the best out of the team. The under-8s naturally were overflowing with energy
and enthusiasm, and Nathan was able to channel it skilfully and extract improvement out
of all the boys.
The Dockers were fortunate enough to be invited to play at ANZ Stadium at the end of
July before the NRL match between the Wests Tigers and the South Sydney Rabbitohs,
and also at halftime. It was a massive buzz for the boys, with a very solid crowd of
26,000 ensuring a great atmosphere and a memorable occasion.
The season culminated with the Benny Elias Shield at Holy Cross College in Ryde.
There was plenty of excitement as it was their first competitive tournament. In the pool
games, the Dockers racked up two wins – over Carlingford Cougars and North Ryde
Hawks – and a tight loss to Leichhardt Juniors. This meant they narrowly missed out on
a semi-final spot, but it was a fun day and they did the club proud.
A shout out goes to Danny Chehine, the team’s trainer, and also a big thank you to all
the parents, who provided great support all season.
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Hopefully we will see everyone back and ready to rip in next season.
Five Dock under-8s 2018 squad: Colten Pohe, Tom Knight, Charlie Chehine, Aidan Kelly,
Cooper Merchant, Beau Rootsey, Henry Perkins, Max Kelly, George Moore, Will Lord, Will
Gibson, Will Szewcow, John-Luke Abraham.
Kind regards,
Will Knight (team manager)
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UNDER 14S

Although there were not too many wins for the u/14s sides, that fact that they even fielded
a team and showed up every week was a win in itself,
To think only a month before the start of the season our club did not have a team registered, but after the idea from a few of the boys who played for different clubs to form a
team where each player got a fair go with time on the field with a team of mates who wanted to have fun and enjoy their footy again.
With 3 weeks to game 1 we had only 7 or 8 confirmed, Penny worked her magic to get the
team registered and we spent countless days contacting boys, parents and other teams
with the goal of having at least 13 players for game 1.
We got there just, and game 1 the dockers had an u/14 team run out with a mix of experienced and many new boys in their first season of footy. Many coaches from other teams
often spoke of our teams potential and how hard our boys tried and natural talent, we were
a brand new team often only playing with 12 players or no reserves, we had many great
moments and they came along way as a team and also within themselves as footy players
and young men. If the boys stick together and turn up to training every week and get a
more experienced coach than this footy dad, then they will make the finals next year and
will be premiers within 2 years. I do believe in them and the club should be proud of them
for what they achieved this year.
I want to thank especially Greg and Penny for their time and dedication to the team, to
Sam Duckworth who made a big difference helping at many training sessions, and to the
parents and club members who gave their time to support the boys this year, thank you..
As for the following young men, be proud of yourself, we hope to see you continue
Aaron Carini - got better each game, he can do anything once he puts his mind to it, was
most proud of his improvements and dedication in defence, a great 1st season
Toby Martens - nicknamed t-t-t turbo for his lightning speed, as his confidence and self belief grew he rose to a new level. His tackling in our last home game was the best on field
Cameron Armstrong - Always in the top 3 players every game for most tackles, worked
hard, never stopped, great skill with the ball, top year at a new club
Luke Dunstan - Happy I convinced Luke and dad to move clubs, had a huge year, picked
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for reps, did all the coach asked and more, tough defence, big runs, great leadership,
Joe Castellino - Big impact forward, some huge runs with the ball in every game, every
team needs a big Jo running the ball hard at the defence, a great year Jo. ,
Zac Syron - From the first day, he became a leader in the team at his new club, often one
of our best out there, controls the team well as the playmaker.. big potential
Tom Duckworth - a work horse, some huge 60metre plus runs and tries, Perfect utility
player that can play any position and did when asked. A big year from Tom.
Jacob Ogle - Massive improvement in his game in each game on all levels, awesome
standout defence in the last few games of the year. well done.
Eric Honeysett - Smart and dangerous with the ball and tough in defence, has no fear and
and was another important addition to the team.
Koby Honeysett - Played up a year to help with numbers and made a big difference tackling
older and bigger players with ease, got potential this kid has.
Mihael Constantino - Good utitlty player, can play in the backline, dummy half or as a hard
tackling forward, great year and did all his coach asked.
Konstantinos Kastelloriou - When he gets the ball and runs hard he is hard to bring down, a
good impact player that gives his best.
Ashton Mcguiness - wow what a talent, he has the best tackling technique that I have seen
in years, couldn't play in all games but when he did he always one of the best.
Liam Mcneill - The perfect rookie season, our goal kicker, great team player, the positive
player every team needs, rewarding as coach to watch his development. awesome year
Trey Pohe - As coach, when you see the improvement, skill and confidence grow so much
due to a players attitude and hard work, you realise why you put your hand up. thank you
Trey. well done
Bailey Trigar - a top rookie season, he played his heart out and will only get better, as confidence grew so did his defence and ballplay, became a good little hooker !!
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UNDER 15S

2018 was a year of mixed emotions. We started the year with a team that wanted to play
footy. Excited and determined we started the season with some mistakes but rectified
them very quickly. As a team we soon learnt that we had the potential to challenge the
competition.
We had a team of young men who were from all walks of life but had a passion for the
game. We felt that many didn't like us and decisions went against us. Some warranted,
some not. We did our best, getting fitter, faster and stronger. We used it as motivation.
We started to win and beat the top sides. Discipline and lack of focus at times cost us
some games but so did officiating decisions and the bounce of the ball. Taking its toll
when we were set to shine.
In a squad of 22 or more players some came and went but the majority stayed in another
year that could of been. We are proud of the boys and their efforts and encourage them
to always strive to be the best they can be.
I would like to thank all the players, parents and officials who made the year what it was.
To the coaching staff, thank you we had fun and rode the roller coaster ride. Rugby
League has taught us so much and it will continue to do so if you let it.
I hope to see you around. Never give up boys!
Regards,
Joe Elkhoury
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C GRADE

The C Grade expanded in size this year. We have 40 players that were part of the C
grade family in 2018, more than double last year. We also welcomed our new coach in
Mikey Harrison. 2017s core group of boys remained together, and we welcomed our
brothers from the Tigers club, the Navy boys, the Hungarians and a few new players
from around the traps. Together it made a stronger, richer team with deep experience,
combined with Mikey's playing experience, we were confident 2018 would be a
successful year.
After a heavy pre-season, our 2018 season got off to a bit a bit of a slow start. Given
most of our team had never played together, it took us a while to get to know each
other’s styles and moves. But when we did, we really clicked. The turning point for us
was the game against Toonie. We had 13 players turn up against the favourites for the
comp. The boys became one army determined to back each other and make sure they
put pride in the jersey. It could have been very easy to have given up before kick-off. The
boys put in and showed Toonie what a team fuelled by passion, pride and brotherhood
could do. It’s this attitude that I hope the boys take into next season. We have done the
hard yards to feel like a team, next year its time to show the comp what teamwork can
do, and bring out all the individual skills meshed into a great team culture.
The surprise package for me personally was Carl Van Haarlem. Carl joined us with the
ex-Tigers boys, and by about the half way point of the season, Carl moved into hooker.
Carl took charge of a group of boys that he didn't know well and had only played with for
a short time, but the instant Carl took charge, the difference was immediately noticeable.
Our team played with a renewed sense of purpose and determination. Carl led the
forwards and brought a bit of hardness and aggression into our game that only comes
with the confidence that he gave the pack. He took to the jersey and the club instantly
and played with pride of a life long member. It was a privilege and a pleasure to work
with you this year mate, and hope I get to strap on the boots with you next year—the
forward pack is a different beast under you.
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Matty Walters Robb was appointed captain this year, and led the team with the club spirit
that he is famous for. This year also Matty transformed the canteen and helped out the
club at every opportunity. Nothing was too hard for him. The Captaincy was great
recognition for the respect that the older club boys have for him. Well done on a great
year mate. Matty’s never give up attitude also saw him take away a truck load of awards,
including the Balmain A grade award.
Chris Towells—enough said. This bloke, as everyone is aware, is the epitome of a
clubman. He has played here since before he could walk. I didn't think Chris’ footy could
get any better, but when you team him up on the left flank with Brendon making the
Towellsy Second row/centre combination, the boys are unstoppable. They make for an
unmatched tackling machine—just don’t try to bring them off for a spell:-). Chris retired
this year, and what a year to end on. He lifted his footy to the best I've seen him ever
play. His consistency is unparalleled. Well done on a stellar career Towelsy—and thanks
for everything you have helped me with personally over the years both on and off the
field.
A big shout out to Andrew Foai who took out our Best and Fairest player. Foai was the
workhorse of the team, playing most minutes of most games in the forward pack. Foai
has a no nonsense attitude to getting his work done. He doesn't gloat or big note
himself. He gets his metres, consistently, and makes his tackles flawlessly. There aren't
too many opposing numbers that Foai hasn't been able to stop.
Thanks to all that helped us this year, and especially to Mikey Harrison our coach for
putting in all the time with training—Its safe to say we have never had a coach who put in
100% each session and trained with us—even if you said tackle drills were only at 80%,
and then ran at us like a run away freight train. It lifted our game and made us put in
100% no matter what. We aimed to lift our game and we did that. Even though the end
result didn't show the class of footy we played, after starting the Toonie game with 13
players and ending with even less, should serve as a powerful reminder of what this
team is capable of when we gel.
I hope to see you all back for 2019 season. With the momentum we have now it can only
mean great things in the future. A strong team spirit and culture off the field leads to
great results on the field. There is no greater motivator on the field than putting in for
your brother next to you.
Jimmy
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SENIOR TEAM AWARDS
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SENIOR TEAM AWARDS
UNDER 14S
Best and Fairest Player

Luke Dunstan

Best Back

Zac Safron

Best Forward

Tom Duckworth

Most Improved

Toby Martens

Coaches Player

Trey-Tomairangi Pohe

Most Consistent Player

Cameron Armstrong

UNDER 15S
Best and Fairest Player

Zandah Alam

Best Back

Denzil Quinlin

Best Forward

George Kosmas

Most Improved

Fabian Pandzic

Coaches Player

Sebastian Catania

Most Consistent Player

Isaac Chafei
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SENIOR TEAM AWARDS
C GRADE
Best and Fairest Player

Andrew Foai

Best Back

Brendon Towells

Best Forward

Matthew Walters-Robb

Most Improved

Carl Van Haarlem

Coaches Player

Chris Towells

Most Consistent Player

Matthew Walters-Robb
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MAJOR SPONSORS 2018
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MAJOR SPONSORS 2018
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#DOCKERSPRIDE
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